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I. INTR~DwTI~N 
Let k’ be a field and let G be a (not necessarily finite) group. We let K[G] 
denote the group ring of G over K. That is, K[G] is a K-algebra with basis 
{X j x E G} and with multiplication defined distributively using the group 
multiplication in G. 
Let K[<, , & ,...I be the polynomial ring over k’ in the noncommuting 
indcterminates (I , 5, ,.., . An algebra E over K is said to satisfy a polynomial 
identity if there existsf(& , <, ,..., <,,) E h-[<, , <, ,... 1, f  / 0 with 
for all 01~ , ~(a ,..., 01, E E. For example, any commutative algebra satisfies 
f(i, 1 52) = r152 - 5251 1 
In 1949, I. Kaplansky [3] initiated the algebraic study of group rings by 
showing that if G has an Abelian subgroup d of finite index n, then the 
group ring K[G] satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n2 + 1. Twelve 
years later in 1961, S. A. Amitsur [I] h, p s ar ened the above result to get a 
polynomial identity of degree 272 and then he proved a partial converse. He 
showed that if K is a field of characteristic 0 and if K[G] satisfies a polynomial 
identity of degree <4 then G has an Abelian subgroup il with [G : A] ~(4. 
The characteristic 0 case was completed by I. M. Isaacs and this author [2] 
in 1964. We showed that if K[G] sa IS es a polynomial identity of degree n, t’ fi 
then G has an Abelian subgroup il with [G : A] .< J(n). Here J is the func- 
tion associated with Jordan’s theorem on finite complex linear groups. 
The first results in characteristic p > 0 were obtained by Martha Smith 
in her recent thesis (University of Chicago, 1970, [7]). She showed, for 
example, that if K[G] is a prime ring and satisfies a polynomial identity of 
degree n, then G has an Abelian subgroup A with [G : -41 < (n/2)2 and she 
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also made the following crucial observation. Let O(G) denote the I,‘. C’. sub- 
group of G, that is, n(G) is the set of all elements of G having only finitely 
many conjugates. If  ;I is an Abelian subgroup of finite index, then clearly 
n :C 3(G) and hence 3(G) has finite index. Thus she observed that a first step 
in finding such an Abelian subgroup 1 is to show that [G : ii(G)] < CD. 
Rlotivated by [7], this author- then obtained the following results in [S]. 
I f  K[G] satisfies a polynomial identity of degree II, then [G : 3(G)] _ u!. 
If, in addition, I\[G] is a scmiprime ring, then G has an dbclian subgroup :I 
\$-ith [G : :I] .I n! J(n). Finally, an example \vas otferetl, namcl\- an irifinite 
extra-special p-group in characteristic p, to shocv that if K[G] Is not semi- 
prime, then G riced not have an Abelian subgroup of finite index. 
In this paper we completely solve the problem. \I’e offer necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the group ring K[G] to satisfy a polynomial identity. 
‘The results are as follows. 
)I’~IEOHE~I I .I [2]. Let K he a field oj‘ characteristic 0 and let .J clenote 
an Abelian subgroup oj. G. 
(i) If [G : -Ir] < m, fhen k-[G] satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 
2[G : A]. 
(ii) I f  K[G] satis$es a polynomial identity of degree II, then G has such 
a subgroup ,-Z with [G : A] bounded by a j?.red function of tz. 
~OROLLAR~~ I .2. Let hY be a field of characteristic 0. Then K[G] satisfies 
a polynomial identity if and o&v if G has an .ilbelian subgroup qf finite index. 
I,etp be a prime U’e say that _,I is a p-Abelian group if ‘-I’, the commutatot 
subgroup of A4, is a finite p-group. 
'rHEOREhl 1.3. Let K be a field of characteristic p ;y 0 and let .-I denote a 
p-Abelian subgroup of G. 
(i) I f  [G : A] <. “c, then K[G] satis$es a polynomial identity of degree 
2[G : A] 1 A’ 1. 
(ii) If K[G] satisjies a polynomial identity of degree n, then G has such a 
subgroup A with [G : A] . 1 A’ j bounded by a jixed function of n. 
COROLLARY I .4. Let K be a field ?f characteristic p ‘> 0. Then K[G] 
satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if G has a p-Jbelian subgroup of 
Jinite index. 
The corollaries of course follow immediately from the theorems. We now 
prove the easy direction of these theorems. 
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l+oof of Theorem 1.1 (i) and Theorem 1.3 (i). Let =1 be the appropriate 
subgroup of G. Suppose that [G : A] = n and let sr , X~ ,..., x,~ be a set of 
right coset representatives of --1 in G. Let B = K[A] and V == K[G]. Then, 
clearly, V is a left E-module with basis (x1 , sj ,..., x,,). Now V is also a right 
K[G]-module and as such it is faithful. Since right and left multiplication 
commute as operators on I’, it follows that K[G] is a set of E-linear trans- 
formations on an n-dimensional free E-module F*. Thus K[G] 5 3?, , the 
ring of 72 X n matrices over I:‘. 
Suppose first that A is Ahelian. Then L? is a commutative algebra and 
hence by the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem [6, Theorem 4.61 E, satisfies 
szn(<r , & ,..., J&,) the standard polynomial of degree 272. This yields Theorem 
I. 1 (i). Now let K have characteristic p ;-, 0 and let z4 be p-Abclian. Let 3 
denote the kernel of the natural epimorphism K[d’] --j K[-l’/A’] .== K. 
Since _-1’ is a finite p-group it follows that 3 is the radical of K[A’]; so 
11” --: 0 where rn = 1 A’ 1. Since .-3’ is normal in -3, it follows also that 
3 . K[&4J =: K[.+l] ‘3 so that 3 B is an ideal of E with (3 ’ E)jJJ -= 0. Rlore- 
over, E,!(l . E) z K[S/A’] is commutative. Consider the natural epimorphism 
B,, --+ (E/(1. E))n . Since E/(3 E) is commutative and since the kernel of this 
*nap, (1 f  Ejn , is nilpotent of esponent :<rrz, we conclude that ET,, satisfies 
%L(2;1 , iz ,.‘., &J1l a polynomial of degree 2nm. This yields Theorem 1.3 (i). 
2. SUBSETS OF FINITE INDEX 
Let G be a group and let T be a subset of G. We say that T has finite 
index in G if there exists sr , xz ,..., x,; E G for some finite k with 
G = Tx,u Tx,u -.-v TX,<. 
W’e then define the index [G : T] to be the minimum possible such integer k. 
Observe that if T is a subgroup of G, then this agrees with the usual definition 
of index. 
LEMMA 2.1 Let S : UfHigi be a finite union of cosets of the subgroups 
Hi of G and assume that S f G. Then there exists x1 , x2 ,..., xf E G zcith 
t = (k -‘ l)! such that /$S.q = 4. Thus ;f T is a subset of G with 
G = S u T, then [G : T] ;< (k -1 l)!. 
Proof. We prove the existence of the xi by induction on k. Let k := 1. 
Then N,g, f  G; so there exists another coset of 33, say 33,x, . Then 
and this case follows. 
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Assume the result for k - 1 and set Y -: k!. Fix a subscript i. Since 
S -# G, S cannot contain all the right cosets of ZZi ; so say S 3 Z&xi . Thus 
S’X;~ 2 ZZj and 
Now either H, CI H,gx;’ is empty or lI, n ,Fl,gjx;’ (HL n Ifi) zij for 
some zij E Hi . Thus considering the nonempty intersections yields 
Hi > w‘ (If, n Hj) zj 
and observe that j = i is missing here since S 2 ZZ,g[ , S $ N,xi yields 
ZE, n IZ,g,.x;l = +. 
Thus by induction there exists yiI , yiz ,..., yl,. E Ifi with 
and therefore 
Since S -= u: H,g, , this yields 
Now the number of right translates of S in the above is 
kr + 1 :< (k + 1)’ :- (k -1. I)! ; 
so the first result follows by induction. 
Now suppose ($ SX, m-= 4 and G == S u T. Since G -x Sxi v  Txi , this 
yields clearly G - u: TX, and thus [G : T] < f  : (k + l)!. The result 
follovvs. 
We now offer some conditions that guarantee that unions of the above 
type S are not equal to G. The following is Lemma 5.2 of [6]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group and suppose that G can be written as 
G = U H,g, , a$nite union of cosets of subgroups ZZi of G. Then G = u’ H,g, 
where the union is restricted to those ZZi with [G : H,] < m. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let S = Uk H,g, be a finite union of cosets of subgroups Hi 
of G. If  [G : Hi] > k for all i, then 5’ + G. 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that S : G. Then by Lemma 2.2 
we may assume that [G : Hi] is finite for all i. Then there exists a normal 
subgroup IV of G of finite index such that H, > IV for all i. Let - denote the 
natural map G + G/W. Then G = (J H,g, yields G = U Hjcj . Thus 
for some j and hence [G : f-ii] = [G : fJ,] ’ _ k, a contradiction. 
If  II’ is a subset of G, let 7’* = T u {I) u T-l. 
hmZA 2.4. Let T be a subset qf G with [G : T] 2.; k. Then 
(T*)“” 7’” TX . II’* (4” times) 
is a subpup of G. 
Proof. By induction on k, the case K = I being clear. Since T* 2 T we 
have [G : T*] g k and thus we may assume that T =: T*. Write 
G == TX, v  TX, u ... v  TX,. 
and multiplying on the right by x;’ if necessary we can suppose that xi = I. 
I f  T is a subgroup of G, the result is trivial; so suppose it is not. Then 
T -= T” implies that T2 e T and hence say T” n TX, =f 4. It then follows 
that x,: E 1’3 and TX, C TA. Therefore TJ 7, Tq u TX, ; so 
G = T?x, u T%, u ... u T”x,+, 
and [G : T”] :< k - I. Since clearly 1’,’ = (7’“)“, we have by induction 
is a subgroup of G. 
7’4” = (T”)4’-’ 
3. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES 
Let G be a group. For each integer k we define 
A, =L d,(G) = {x E G ;[G : C(x)] -g k}. 
Thus A, is a normal subset of G and il, = A,* in the notation of Lemma 2.4. 
However, A,; need not be a subgroup of G. 
Let K be a field. Then WC define @,,. : K[G] p K[G] 1~) 
This is mcrelr a K-linear map of K[G] into K[G]. It is not in general a ring 
homomorphism. 
ifa C a,.<~ E K[G] WC define the support of (2 to be 
supp a: :== f,.x c G j a,,, y!- 01. 
‘l’hen supp J( is a finite subset of G and 0,;(ti) r= 0 if and only if 
(supp a) n iI, (6. 
and YS i; 1:. Let T be a subset of G and suppose that for all x E G - 1’ ‘we have 
alxpl + a& + “’ -t &?t = xy. 
Then either y  : 0 OY [G : 1’1 r.’ k!.  
Proof. Let 
We assume that y  + 0 and let o E supp y. If  yi is conjugate to vzli’ in G for 
some i, j choose hij E G with Fz~;~~$z,~ r= z!u”;~. 
Let x E G - 7’. Then IIT hypothesis we have 
x-‘c& -j- x-‘ay$32 + .‘. + X-lcqXpt = y. 
Since z’ t supp y  it follows that for some i, j we have x-lyixzj -= z’. Thus 
x-‘y.$ = ov’z--1 _. Iz,‘y,/$ i 
and x E @(yi)hij . 
We have therefore shown that G = 1’ u S where 
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Since O,(aJ = 0 we have [G : C(y,)] > k for all i and since there are at most 
TS < h coscts in the above union we conclude from Lemma 2.3 that S -,J’ G. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, 
[G : T] < (rs -{- I)! :< k! 
and the result follows. 
The following linearization is due to Kaplansky [6, Lemma 4.11. Let 
S, denote the symmetric group of degree n. 
I,EM;\IA 3.2. Suppose E is an algebra over K which satisfies a nontrivial 
polynomial identity of degree n. Then E satisjies the polynomial identity 
f  E W, , 5, ,..., <,,I with 
where a, E A’ and they are not all zero. 
A linear monomial is an element p E K[(, , &, ,..., <,I of the form 
IL -=- <i,5i, ... ti with all ii distinct and with P . 1. Thus p is linear in each 7 
cariablc. 
Lmnrx 3.3. The number of linear monomials irl K[&‘, , [, ,..., <,I i.f 
-qn -: I)!. 
Proof. The number of linear monomials in K[[, , &, ,..., <,,I of degree 11 
is of course n!. Yiow any other linear monomial is clearly just an initial segment 
of one of these. This yields the bound n . n! < (n + l)!. 
‘hzorum 3.4. Suppose K[G] t’f; sa zs es a polynomial identity qf degree n. 
[f lz (n!)’ then 
[G : d,(G)] < (k + I)!. 
Proof. 1Ve assume by way of contradiction that [G : d,(G)] I: (k -I I)!. 
By Lemma 3.2 we may assume that k’[G] satisfies the polynomial identity 
so that clearly n > 1. For j = 1, 2 ,..., n define fj E K[[, , <j,~l ,.,., (,I by 
f  ==’ 115, ’ ”  <j-I f ,  + t erms not starting with <,& ... cjW1 . 
‘l’hen clearly fi :: f ,  fn := 5, and f ,  is a homogeneous multilinear polynomial 
of degree n - J’ + 1. In particular for all i, & occurs in each monomial 
of fi . We clearly have 
fj Z-Z <jfj+I + terms not starting with & . 
481/20/I-X 
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For each j = 2, 3,..., n let 49, denote the set of all linear monomials in 
I;[ij 3 5,-,1 Y...! <,I and let &‘, be empty. Then for allj, ~ ~dj / i A2 j ;. II ! 
by Lemma 3.3. We show now by induction on j I, 2,..., n that for any 
s, ) S,,~j ,...) I, E G then eitherf,(x, , zj ,.r ,..., .qJ = 0 or pL(xj , xj+r ,..., s,)) E d,C 
for some p t -,/tj . Since f  = fr is a polynomial identity satisfied by K[G], 
the result for j == 1 is clear. 
Suppose the result holds for some j < n. E’ix .~/+r , s,;-~ ,..., s,, t G and let 
x t G play the role of thejth variable. Let p ~-&‘~+r . I f  p(x,, , , ~,-+a ,..., s,,) E il,, 
we arc done. Thus we may assume that ~(~,+r , xj.? ,..., s,,) $ d,; for all 
p E dj I . Set kYr - Ckj~kr 1 .q . 
Now let p E 97 so that p involves the variable lj . Write p ~~~ ~‘&” where 
CL’ and p” are monomials in k’[lj, r , lj ? z ,..., <,,I. Then ~(x, xj I r , .., x,!) E d,< 
if and only if 
a fixed right translate of d,< since A,< is a normal subset of G. Thus it follows 
that for all x 6 T = UPESJ d,h, we have ~(x, .z^~! r ,..., x,) q! d,? for all p E -kYj 
since &Ij C J,_, u 9J . Since the inductive result holds for j we conclude 
that for all s $ T we havef,(.y, sj, r ,..., .v,,) 0. 
\/lrrite 
dme 018 , Pi t K[lj+llj+z ,..., inI and q is a linear monomial. Hence 
uL E ddj,l Now by the above we have 
for all x E G - T. 
We apply Lemma 3.1 with y  =fj~l(xj,l ,..., w,). Now f  has at most n! 
monomials and thus clearly in the notation of that lemma, Y < n! ~ 1, 
s 5s n!. Hence 
YS < (n! - I) n! < (?I!)’ == k. 
Also H,,(q(x ,.,. r ,..., x,)) = 0 since 01~ E &Yj, r implies that 
cLi(.Xj, 1 , . . . (  x,)EG- A,. 
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied and there are two possible 
conclusions. 
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I f  [G : T] < h!, then, since T = UULE,F, A&, and i 6 1 -< 1 JZ’~ / 5; R!, 
we see that 
[G : A,] < / q 1 k! < (k + I)!, 
a contradiction by assumption. Thus we conclude that 
O z Y =fj+l(xj+l 9 %j+Z >...> xn) 
and the induction step is proved. 
In particular, the inductive result holds for j = n. Here fJ<,) == [,, and 
A?‘?& = (6,). Thus we conclude that for all x E G we have either x = 0 or 
x E A,, a contradiction since G # A, . Therefore the assumption that 
[G : A,] 3 (k + l)! is false and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose K[G] satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n 
and set k = (n!)“. Then G has a characteristic subgroup GO such that 
[G : GO] < (k + I)! and such that fey all x E G, 
[G: C,(x)] < h”(K+l)!. 
Proof. Let G, = (A,(G)) so that G, is certainly a characteristic subgroup 
of G. By Theorem 3.4, [G : A,(G)] < (k + I)! so clearly [G : G,] < (k + I)!. 
Since A, = A,*, Lemma 2.4 implies that (A,) 4’k+1’! is a subgroup of G which 
is therefore equal to G,, . Thus every element of G, is a product of 4(JCi-1)! 
elements of Al, . Since each element of d, has at most k conjugates in G, it 
now follows easily that each element of G, has at most k4’“+l’! conjugates in 
G. This completes the proof. 
4. GROUPS WITH SMALL CLASSES 
The group G, of the previous result has the property that all its conjugacy 
classes are of finite bounded size. In this section we study such groups in 
general. The following is Dietzmann’s lemma [4, p. 1541. 
LEMRIA 4.1. Let 5’ = {x 1 , x2 ,..., x8> be a jinite normal subset of G. Then 
every element in (S), the subgroup generated by S, can be written as 
for suitable integers a, . In particular, if each xi has jkite order <<r then 
I {S) 1 sy. 
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Lmrnw 4.2. Let k be un integer and suppose that G m=- A,(G). Let .\ I- (; 
and kf G,,. tlhote fhe normal closure of (s, G). 7’hen 
G, : (/$)I,‘, 
?roqf. Il-e first observe that every commutator in G has order .J$ as 
follows. Consider the commutator (x, y) and set ti =- in, y/. Then 
% If n C(X) n C(y) IS central in 13 and [If : Z] :,y k”. Thus (~,y); t= Z 
for some j .’ k’. By considering the transfer homomorphism T : N ~- t Z we 
conclude easily that every element Of % n H’ has Order dividing [H : Z] 
and thus this fact follows. 
Now G, is generated by the .k commutators of .L‘ and their ._ :k conju- 
gates. Thus G,. has <i,k2 generators forming a normal subset of G. Rloreover, 
each such generator has period <k4 hv the above. Thus by Lemma 4. I, 
(‘ ’ py?. J,, 
LE~I~IA 4.3. Let G -m A,(G) and let x E G - L(G). Suppose that W is a 
rrornznl subgroup qf G with (x, G) C IT,‘. rj’ H =: C(.v)~FC’n C(x), then 
II 1 A,> JH). 
I’roo~. Let y” denote the conjugacv class of y  in G. Now certainly 
II : A,.(H) and we suppose bv way of contradiction that II -75 ~J,~_,(lf). 
‘I‘hus there exists j E H with ~ 2” I :: k. Let y  be an inverse image for j 
in C(X). (Note here all centralizers are in G.) Since y@rs’ maps Onto pff we 
have 
k _1’ yG ;-I C(.CJ > 1 j” , := k, 
and thus we conclude that yC’ = y’:‘.“‘, ~ y@(+’ mm= k, and that all elements Of 
?,G yew are in distinct cosets of C(X) n UT. 
Set z -~ ys r t C(&~Y) so that y  2.~. Since .Y is central in C(X) WC have 
1’ c(.rl (,CCS$.; so 
k .$; ,’ ,” C(L’J ~- k 
2111 d ,?G ~~- - z’(*). Hence [G : C(z)] = [C(X) : C(X) n C(z)] and since G -+ C(,X) 
WC conclude that C(z) $ C(x). Choose g E C(z) - C(x). 
Then y!! E ~4 3 @(‘) so y” E C(x) and 
Y” (g” :- zy” JQ-‘Xl). 
Now y!‘, y  E C(X); so .vml,v” E C(X). Woreover bv assumption s~m1~2*” t LV and 
so .Y r.vfj E W. n C(X). Thus y  and y” are in the same coset Of W n C(X) and 
1,~ the above F y!‘. This yields N mm x”, a contradictiun since x $ C(X) and 
the result f0lloWS. 
The following theorem is due to I3. H. Neumann and J. Wiegold (SW [S]). 
‘I’hc proof given here is new. 
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'J?HEOKEM 4.4 [S]. Let G be a group and let k be a positive integer. 
(i) If 1 G’ I = k, then G = d,(G). 
(ii) If G = O,.(g), then 
) G’ < (k4)““. 
Proof. (i) is obvious since xG‘ C G’x. 
We prove (ii) by induction on k. I f  G is Abelian, the result is trivial. Thus 
we may assume that G is non-Abelian and in particular that k > 1. Choose 
s E G - Z(G). Now [G : C(x)] :;: k so let xi , x2 ,..., xj be a set of coset 
representatives of C(x) with j -< k and x1 m= x. In the notation of Lemma 4.2 
set 
W = GSIGZ2 G,., . 
Then 15’ is normal in G and / W / < (k”)‘C3 by that lemma. Moreover 
W 2 (x, G) since x = x1 . Thus by Lemma 4.3 if H --I C(x)/ W n C(x), then 
I-f -== A,-,(H). By induction 
1 if’ i < (12 - 1) l(/, I)% << k4/,“(/:-1) 
Let denote the natural map G ---f G! W and observe that 
a=(x) = a=(x) w/w II C(X)’ w n C(x) = z-i. 
Kow G := U @(x)xi implies that G = u C(x) %i and also each X, is central in 
C since W 3 G, . It then follows easily that every commutator in G is in 
fact a commutator of elements in C(x) and hence 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let G be a group. Then all conjugacy classes of G are of 
finite bounded size if and only if G’ is jinite. 
5. BOUNDED REPRESENTATION DECREE 
llre now consider groups G with the property that G’ is finite and central 
and such that K[G] satisfies a polynomial identity. We do this by studying 
suitable irreducible representations of the algebra. The following is well 
known [6, Lemma 4.21. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let E = E;;,, be the ring of m 2: m matrices ozjer K and suppose 
that E satis$es a polynomial identity of degree n ovep K. Then 2m ::z n. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let D be a division algebra over a field K and suppose that 
dim,D < cardinality of K. 
Then D is algebraic ovey A-. In particular, ; f  K is algebraically closed, then 
D = K. 
Proof. Let x E D - K. Then for all z t K we have x - z f  0 and hence 
x - z is invertible. Clearly all such terms (X - z))’ commute. Since dim,D 
is less than the cardinality of the set {(s - z)-’ I z E K] there must be a 
nontrivial linear dependence. Say 
with W, , zi E K, uji # 0 and the zi distinct. 3Iultiplying the above by 
D(.z - xi) yields a nontrivial polynomial satisfied by X. Thus D is algebraic 
over K. Since K is central in D the second statement is clear. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a group such that G’ is a cyclic central q-group fey 
some prime q and let K be a field whose characteristic is not q. Suppose K[G] 
satisjes a polynomial identity of degree n. Then 
[G : Z(G)] < (n/2)“. 
Proof. Let F be a field extension of K which is algebraically closed and 
with 
cardinality of G < cardinality of F. 
By Lemma 3.2, K[G] satisfies a multilinear polynomial f  of degree n. If  we 
viewf as a polynomial over F, then clearly F[G] satisfies f. Thus replacing K 
by F if necessary we may assume that K is algebraically closed and 
cardinality of G < cardinality of K. 
If  G is Abelian the result is trivial; so assume that G’ f  (1). and let 
w E G’ have order q. We observe now that I - w 6 JK[G] where the latter 
is the Jacobson radical of K[G]. This follows from a lemma of Amitsur 
[6, Lemma 16.91 which yields 
K[G’] n ]K[G] C JK[G’] 
and from the fact that JK[G’] .= 0 by assumption on the prime q. Hence 
there exists an irreducible representation p of K[G] with ~(1 - w) + 0. 
Since G’ is a cyclic q-group and p(w) ;L p(I) it follows that p is faithful on G’. 
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Let V be the corresponding irreducible K[G]-module and let D be the 
commuting ring. If  dim,V > n/2, then it follows from the Density theorem, 
that for some positive integer m > n/2, p(K[G]) has a subalgebra 5’ with 
K, as a homomorphic image. Thus K,,< satisfies a polynomial identity of 
degree n, a contradiction by Lemma 5.1. Hence dim,V := t :s n/2 and again 
by the Density theorem p(K[G]) z D, . N ow D is a division algebra over K 
and 
dim,l) ~2 dim,K[G] = cardinality of G < cardinality of K. 
Thus by Lemma 5.2, D x K and p(K[G]) s K, for some integer t <G n/2. 
For each x E G let x(x) denote the trace of the matrix p(x) t K, where we 
have taken a fixed identification of p(K[G]) with K, . Let Z = Z(G). If  
.X E Z then p(x) is central in p(K[G]) = K, and hence p(x) = a,1 where 
a, E K and I is the identity matrix. Thus X(X) = a,t. Since p is faithful on 
G’ we see that a, # 1 for h: E G’, x f  1. 
Kow assume x $2. Then there exists y  E G which does not commute with 
x. Hence yplxy = zx for some x E G’, x # 1. Since similar matrices have 
the same trace we obtain 
x(x) = x(y-by) = Tr p(x.~) 
= Tr a,p(x) = q(x), 
and hence x(x) = 0 since a, f  1. 
We have shown that x vanishes off of Z and that for each x E 2, x(x) is a 
multiple of t. I f  t = 0 in K this would yield X(X) = 0 for all x E G. But then 
every matrix of p(K[G]) = K, would have trace zero, a contradiction. There- 
fore, t = x(1) # 0 in K. 
Let x1 , xg ,..., X, be a finite set of elements in distinct cosets of 2. We 
show that &r), p(+),..., p(xr) are linearly independent over K. Suppose that 
bW + b2&2) + ... + h&r) r= 0 
for bi E IC Multiplying the above on the left by ~(2;‘) we obtain 
Now for j # i, x;?q E G - Z and thus p(~,‘x,) has trace x(x;‘xJ = 0. 
Therefore, by taking traces of the above expression we obtain bix( 1) = 0 and 
hence bi =0 since X( 1) + 0. This shows that the p(q)‘s are linearly independ- 
ent and thus r < t2. This clearly yields 
and the result follows. 
[G : Z] < t2 < @~./2)~, 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let G be agroup such that G’ is central and 1 G’ 1 = k C: 55. 
Let K be aJield and suppose that K[G] satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n. 
Then G has a characteristic subgroup A with [G : A] < (n/2)‘< such that 
(i) A is Abelian if K has characteristic 0. 
(ii) A is p-Abelian ;f K has characteristic p > 0. 
Proof. Let us assume first that j G’ I f  0 in K. Also the result is trivial 
for k = 1; so we assume that k > 1. Since G’ is finite and Abelian, it follows 
that G’ is a direct product of cyclic groups of prime power order and clearly 
there are at most kj2 such factors. This implies that there exists normal sub- 
groups 1V7r , N, ,..., X, of G’ with t :<’ k/2, n: IV, = (1) and with G’IIV, 
cyclic of prime power order. Now G’ is central in G; so Ni is normal in G. 
Let Gi = G/N, . Since K[G] --t K[G/;VTj] r- K[Gi] is an epimorphism it 
follows that K[GJ satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n. Moreover, 
G,’ -7 G’i;V,; is a cyclic central y-group for some prime q not equal to the 
characteristic of K. Thus by Lemma 5.3, [G; : Z(G?)] .< (42)“. Let Zi be 
the complete inverse image of Z(G;) in G. Then [G : Z,] --; (n/2)” and 
(G, Zi) C :V; . Th US if -1 ni Xi , then 
[G : .g] :< (n,i2)“‘“!” :- (n/2)” 
and (G, a4) C n IV, :~- <l, . Since (G, ;I) ~~= (:I,> and since clearly Z(G) C Z:, 
we conclude that ‘-1 ::m Z(G); so r-l is a characteristic Abelian subgroup of G. 
This clearly yields (i). Kow we consider the general case of (ii). Let K 
have characteristic p > 0 and let P be the normal Sylowr p-subgroup of G’. 
Then P is normal in G and set G := G/P. Clearly, K[G] satisfies a polynomial 
identity of degree n and j G’ I G’jP is not zero in K. Thus by the above 
G has a characteristic Abclian subgroup A with [G : A] + (n/Z)‘<. Let il be 
the complete inverse image of ;1 in G. Then [G : -41 z= [G : Ji] and A’ C P 
so .4 is p-Abelian. Finally, .4 is characteristic in G since P is and the result 
follows. 
6. CONCLUSION 
It is now a simple matter to put all the pieces together. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii) and Theorem 1.3 (ii). Let K[G] satisfy a polyno- 
mial identity of degree n. Set 
a = a(n) = (n!)“, b :. b(n) == a-l’““‘!. 
Then by Corollary 3.5 G has a characteristic subgroup G, with 
[G : G,] :< (a + I)!, G,, = d,(G,,). 
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Set 
c -- c(n) 7: (by) d == d(n) =: @z/2)‘. 
Then by Theorem 4.4, 1 G,,’ 1 *,C c. Let G, = &JG,‘). Then G,’ C G,‘; so 
G,’ is a finite central subgroup of G, . Moreover 
G,’ ‘- c, [G,, : G,] -;: c ! . 
Since K[G,] also satisfies a polynomial identity of degree tz we can apply 
Theorem 5.4 to obtain a subgroup il of G, with 
[G, : ‘-11 < d, A i :< c. 
Moreover, if K has characteristic 0, then A is Abelian, and, if K has char- 
acteristic p >, 0, then ,-1 is p-dbelian. Since 
[G : A] -, (a + I)! c! d, A’ 1 -< C, 
the results follow. 
It is interesting to observe that at each step of the above proof a characteris- 
tic subgroup is obtained and therefore A is in fact a characteristic subgroup 
of G. 
TVe remark that the main results of this paper offer afhrmative answers to 
problems (l))(3) and (5) of [6]. II owcver, as is evident, the bounds for 
[G : .-I] and / il’ 1 we obtain here are astronomical. For this reason the 
module-theoretic techniques of [2] and [6] should not be abandoned. Rather, 
an attempt should be made to synthesize the two approaches in order to 
hopefully obtain more realistic bounds. 
Finally, the methods of this paper with minor modifications also yield 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a twisted group ring to satisfy a 
polynomial identity. A discussion of these results and of the modifications 
necdcd will appear later. 
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